ALLERGAN FAT DISSOLVER

WHAT IS ALLERGAN FAT DISSOLVER?
Allergan Fat dissolver is an injectable drug that can reduce submental (under the chin) fat and redefine your jawline,
effectively eliminating your double chin without surgery. Submental fullness is a common yet undertreated facial
aesthetic condition that affects both men and women. This condition can be influenced by several factors including
aging, genetics, and weight gain, and is often resistant to diet and exercise alone.
The Allergan Fat dissolver product consists of a synthetic form of deoxycholic acid, which is a naturally occurring
substance in our bodies. When injected into a targeted area, it destroys fat cell membranes, allowing the fat inside to
be released and naturally eliminated from the body.

WHAT DOES THE TREATMENT INVOLVE?
Treatment takes approximately 15-30 minutes and is done with a series of injections on a grid to accurately treat
the full area of submental fat. The area must be kept clean and dry and recovery is extremely quick, allowing a return
to work almost immediately.

ARE THERE ANY SIDE EFFECTS?
Allergan Fat dissolver does come with a few side effects, as most cosmetic injectables do. Luckily, they’re mild, and
the possibility of developing severe complications is minimal. The most common side effect is swelling, which can
last on average 3 days after your treatment. You may also experience some bruising, itchiness, redness, and general
discomfort. Some patients also experience numbness or tenderness in the targeted area, in some cases for up to
2 months.

HOW MANY TREATMENTS WILL I NEED AND WHEN WILL I SEE RESULTS?
The amount of treatments required will vary depending on the individual patient. In some cases, up to 6 treatments
may be required, however visible results can be seen in 2-4 treatments. If multiple treatments are required these will
need to be spaced 4 weeks apart.

IS ALLERGAN FAT DISSOLVER COVERED BY MEDICARE OR PRIVATE
HEALTH FUNDS?
No, it is a cosmetic procedure and unfortunately most cosmetic procedures are not covered.
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Effects from the Allergan Fat dissolver treatment should begin to be noticeable within several weeks, after which
your chin, neck and jawline should appear smoother, firmer, and more contoured. Results will develop gradually for
the most natural-looking outcome possible.

